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Prof. Nicolae Adrian Secelean was born on March 20, 1963, in Sibiu, Romania. In 1986 he graduated from Bucharest University, Faculty of Mathematics, and received his Ph. D. degree at Romanian Academy in 2001 under Prof. Gheorghe Bucur’s supervision. The title of his thesis is “Applications of Measure Theory in the Study of Fractals”. Since 1990 he has been teaching in Mathematics in Faculty of Sciences from Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu, Romania. Dr. Secelean has taught courses in Fractals Theory, Mathematical Analysis, Functional Analysis, Measure Theory, General Topology and Mathematical Education.


In his recent book “Countable Iterated Function Systems” published by Lambert Academic Publishing, Saarbrücken, Germany, the results obtained by author concerning some extensions in a proper manner of the classical Hutchinson-Barnsley theory of finite iterated function systems to the case of countable many mappings are described.


IJSIMR feels it as a pride to have him as a member of Editorial Board and extends its hearty best wishes to Prof. Nicolae Adrian Secelean.